To investigate whether there are separate or shared genetic influences on the development of the thalamus and cerebral cortex, we identified quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for relevant structural volumes in BXD recombinant inbred (RI) strains of mice. In 34 BXD RI strains and two parental strains (C57BL/ 6J and DBA/2J), we measured the volumes of the entire thalamus and cortex gray matter using point counting and Cavalieri's rule. Heritability was calculated using analysis of variance (ANOVA), and QTL analysis was carried out using WebQTL (http://www.genenetwork.org). The heritability of thalamus volume was 36%, and three suggestive QTLs for thalamus volume were identified on chromosomes 10, 11 and 16. The heritability of cortical gray matter was 43%, and four suggestive QTLs for cortex gray matter volume were identified on chromosomes 2, 8, 16 and 19. The genetic correlation between thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes was 0.64. Also, a single QTL on chromosome 16 (D16Mit100) was identified for thalamus volume, cortex gray matter volume and Morris water maze search-time preference (r ¼ 0.71). These results suggest that there are separate and shared genetic influences on the development of the thalamus and cerebral cortex.
Introduction
There are numerous structural and functional connections between the thalamus and cortex in the mammalian brain (Krettek and Price, 1977; Carvell and Simons, 1987; Groenwegen, 1988; Johnson and Alloway, 1994; Scannell et al., 1999; Shipp, 2003; Matsuzaki et al., 2004) . Of particular interest to scientists studying the neurobiology of neuropsychiatric disorders are the dense reciprocal connections between the ventral anterior and mediodorsal nuclei of the thalamus and the prefrontal cortex, which support executive cognition functions, such as working memory, selective attention and planning (Kievit and Kuypers, 1977; Jones and Friedman, 1982; Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky, 1987; Jones, 1997) . Moreover, deficits in fronto-striato-thalamic and fronto-thalamiccerebellar circuits have been implicated in mediating the cognitive deficits of neuropsychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia (Volk and Lewis, 2003; James et al., 2004; Mendrek et al., 2004) .
Recent studies of the normative variability of brain structure suggest that variations in cerebral cortex volume and shape are under substantial genetic control (Thompson et al., 2001a, b; Winterer and Goldman, 2003) . Using detailed three-dimensional maps, (Thompson et al., 2001a, b) have shown that genetic factors significantly influence cortical folding in Broca's and Wernicke's language areas, as well as in frontal brain regions (Thompson et al., 2001a, b) . However, whether genetic factors that influence cortical development also have an impact on the development of related thalamus structures is far less clear.
One approach to dissecting the genetic basis of complex structural and behavioral phenomena has been to identify associations between specific chromosomal locations and specific phenotypic traits. Chromosomal locations with quantitative effects on phenotypic traits are referred to as quantitative trait loci (QTLs) (Doerge, 2002; Chesler et al., 2004 Chesler et al., , 2005 . While the ultimate goal of such studies is to identify individual genes that influence a specific phenotypic trait, QTL mapping can limit the search for candidate genes to a restricted region of the genome (Korstanje and Paigen, 2002) . In the case of the mouse genome, this region would ideally be on the order of 0.5-1.5 cM (about 10-20 genes). GeneNetwork (Wang et al., 2003a ) is a program developed for sophisticated QTL mapping and enables rapid gene analysis at many levels -from gene expression to genetic networks for brain and behavior. In this study, we used GeneNetwork to search for separate and shared QTLs that influence the volumes of thalamus and cortex gray matter. Further, we examined structure -function relationships related to these QTLs using the archival behavioral data available in the GeneNetwork database.
Materials and methods

Subjects
One hundred and eighty BXD recombinant inbred mice and C57BL/6J and DBA/2J parental animals (95 males and 85 females, totaling 36 strains) were used in this study (N ¼ 5.0 animals per strain; age range from 31 to 493 days; see Figure 1 for strain means and standard errors). Digital images of mouse brain sections were obtained from the Mouse Brain Library (MBL, http:// www.mbl.org). MBL procedures for processing tissue have been described previously (http://www.mbl.org) (Zygourakis and Rosen, 2003) . Briefly, selected animals were deeply anesthetized with Avertin (0.5-0.8 ml, intraperitoneally (i.p.)) and transcardially perfused with 0.9% phosphate-buffered saline followed by approximately 15 ml of 1.25% glutaraldehyde and 1.0% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. An additional 10-20 ml of double-strength fixative (2.5% glutaraldehyde and 2.0% paraformaldehyde in the same buffer) was subsequently perfused. The head was removed and put in the final fixative until the brain was dissected. Individual brains were embedded in 12% celloidin and sectioned in the coronal plane at 30 mm. Ten sets of coronal serial sections were cut per brain. From these 10 sets, four sets (the first, second, sixth and seventh series) were selected for cresyl violet staining. The rest of the sets were kept for later use. For this study, we chose the first and second of the four sets stained with cresyl violet to measure the entire thalamus volume (average 7-11 sections/animal in each set; the interval between measured sections was 0.3 mm) and cortex gray matter volume (average 11-14 sections/animal in each set; the interval between measured sections was 0.6 mm). For data analysis, the volumes obtained by assessing the two sets for each animal were averaged, except in rare cases where data from only one set were available.
Volume measurement
Digital images of cresyl violet-stained coronal sections of mouse brains were downloaded from the MBL in JPEG format. The final resolution of the images was one pixel 2 ¼ 0.000685 mm 2 , and the images were imported into Analyze 7.0 for assessment. Using the Analyze 7.0 stereology module, a grid was randomly placed over each section. The area of the thalamus and cortex gray matter was measured in each coronal section using Cavalieri's principle. The contours of the thalamus and cortex gray matter were identified using landmarks derived from a mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001) . The points on the grid were spaced 8 pixels apart on the X and Y axes. Thus, the total number of grid points over the target area was multiplied by 64 to obtain the total pixels encompassing the thalamus or cortex gray matter in each brain. This number was then multiplied by 0.000685 mm 2 and 0.3 mm (for thalamus) or 0.6 mm (for cortex) to obtain the volumes (mm 3 ). The shrinkage among the cases in MBL is variable but can be estimated (Williams, 2000) . To correct for variance due to shrinkage caused by histological processing, we divided thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes by total brain volume and then multiplied the result by the brain volume expected for a known brain weight, as described by Peirce et al. (2003) . Brain volumes and weights for each animal were obtained from the MBL database (Williams, 2000) .
Backward elimination linear regression was used to determine whether age or sex predicted thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes. Neither age nor sex significantly predicted thalamus volume. Age (F ¼ 4.98, Po0.05), but not sex, significantly predicted cortex gray matter volume. Age was negatively correlated with cortex gray matter volume (r ¼ À0.17). Therefore, linear regression was used to adjust for age-related variation in cortex gray matter volume.
We also examined structure-specific genetic influences on thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes. Because the thalamus and cortex each account for a large proportion of whole brain volume in the rodent, we did not remove variance associated with whole brain volume, as has been done previously (Peirce et al., 2003) . Instead, to assess structure-specific influences, we performed backward linear regression analyses for both thalamus and cortex gray volumes, using the variable 'brain volume minus structure of interest volume (thalamus or cortex gray matter)' as a covariate.
QTL mapping
Marker regression analyses were performed using the GeneNetwork. One-way ANOVAs were run using 781 microsatellite markers and BXD strain means for the volumes of interest. To assess genome-wide significance levels corrected for multiple comparisons, each peak likelihood ratio statistic (LRS) was compared to the 5% threshold LRS computed for 2000 permutations. The four sets of analyses were based on strain means for the four volume variables: (1) thalamus volume strain means; (2) thalamus volume corrected for 'total brain volume minus the thalamus volume'; (3) cortex gray matter agecorrected strain means; and (4) cortex gray matter volume corrected for 'total brain volume minus cortex gray matter volume'. For each of the four variables, one QTLs for thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes H Dong et al regression analysis was run. For thalamus volume, the suggestive LRS ¼ 9.49 and the significant LRS ¼ 15.60, based on randomization. For cortex gray matter, the suggestive LRS ¼ 9.56 and the significant LRS ¼ 16.09. As an exploratory effort, we correlated BXD behavioral phenotypes, which have been implicated in the functions of thalamus and cortex, with each of the four neuroanatomical traits using GeneNetwork.
Results
Volumes in the parental strains, corrected for shrinkage, were as follows: thalamus -C57BL/6J (19.19470 Figure 2 summarizes thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes for all RI strains (means and standard deviations). There was a significant correlation between these two volume measures across strain means (Pearson's r ¼ 0.55; P ¼ 0.0007). There was no effect of strain on the estimated amount of tissue shrinkage (ANOVA F ¼ 1.27; df ¼ 35, 144; P40.05).
Heritability of thalamus and cortex gray matter volume measurements Broad-sense heritability was calculated using age-corrected (when appropriate) and shrinkage-corrected volumes. Heritability was calculated using an R 2 statistic (Falconer and Mackay, 1997) as follows:
N is the number of strains and n i is the number of individuals in the ith strain. In BXD mice, heritabilities of thalamus volume and cortex gray matter volume were 36% (s.e. ¼ 0.084) and 43% (s.e. ¼ 0.085), respectively.
Genetic correlation between thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes
The genetic correlation between thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes was calculated as follows:
R G ¼ covðCGM; ThÞ p ðVðCGMÞ Ã VðThÞÞ where Th indicates thalamus and CGM indicates cortex gray matter (Falconer and Mackay 1997) . The genetic correlation between thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes was 0.64 (s.e. ¼ 0.075), indicating the likelihood of pleiotropic effects of genes on these two traits.
QTL mapping
Suggestive QTLs were defined as those with a P-value of less than 0.05, based on randomization results. Significant QTLs were defined as those with a randomizationbased P-value of less than 0.01. Three QTLs were identified for thalamus volume on chromosomes 10, 11 and 16 (see Figure 3 ; Table 1 ). After removing variance associated with 'total brain volume minus thalamus volume', all QTLs remained. Four QTLs for cortex gray matter volume were located on chromosomes 2, 8, 16 and 19 (see Figure 3 ; Table 1 ). After adjusting cortex gray matter volume for 'total brain volume minus cortex gray matter volume', all QTLs remained. We examined the correlations between QTL markers for each variable to detect genomic locations spuriously correlated by non-syntenic association (Williams et al., QTLs Cheverud et al., 2004) . Non-syntenic association may occur when unlinked regions of the genome are associated with one another by chance in a limited sample of RI strains. This can result in a single true QTL having apparent effects at two different genomic locations. These 'shadow' QTLs may arise either as a result of random fixation of alleles on different chromosomes during the production of RI strains or as a result of selection for particular combinations of alleles on different chromosomes. Non-syntenic intermarker correlations beyond r ¼ 70.51 were considered as large enough to result in 'shadow' QTLs among non-syntenic locations. This threshold was obtained by multiplying the expected standard deviation of the correlation frequency distribution around the mean of zero, or the square root of (1/(strain numberÀ1)), by three. Thus, correlations more extreme than 0.51 are more than three standard deviations from the mean expected under independent segregation. In this study, there were no significant correlations between markers identifying unlinked QTLs.
Correlation between thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes and behavioral phenotypes
We correlated archival behavioral data available on the GeneNetwork with measures of thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes in the BXD strains. The selected behaviors included spatial memory (Morris water maze performance), fear conditioning, exploration during the light-dark paradigm, exploratory locomotor activity and sensorimotor gating. Our results indicated a strong correlation between thalamus volume and spatial memory (i.e., search time preference in the Morris water maze paradigm n ¼ 11; r ¼ À0.84, Po0.001; Wehner et al., 1990) . Moreover, a single QTL (peak at D16Mit100) was associated with thalamus volume, cortex gray matter volume (see Figure 3 , panel 5) and Morris water maze search-time preference (r ¼ 0.71, Po0.05).
Correlation between thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes and brain gene expression Using gene expression data available at WebQTL, we correlated thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes with the pattern of brain-related gene expression across the BXD strains to determine whether any brain-related gene expression QTLs mapped to the same locations as our morphological QTLs. The results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for the thalamus and cortex gray matter, respectively. Cortex gray matter volume was highly correlated (r ¼ 0.59, P ¼ 0.0024) with amurine thymoma viral oncogene homologue (Akt1), a protein kinase that has been shown to have an important role in neurodevelopment (Wang et al., 2003b) and working memory formation (Mizuno et al., 2003) . Also, the Akt1 gene is located within the interval of the QTL we identified on chromosome 19, and its expression was also significantly QTLs that associated with anatomical traits; proximal and distal-markers within a one LOD score drop on the proximal and distal portion of QTL; Chr, the chromosome containing QTL; effect, an estimate of the magnitude of gene. Effect size, the effect size is derived by multiplying the additive effect size by 2. Effect size/s.d., the effect size relative to the amount of variation of each trait; LRS, the likelihood ratio statistic; LOD, logarithm of the odds ratio. 
Discussion
The work we present here is the first to compare the pattern of genetic influences on thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes in recombinant inbred strains mice. We hypothesized that there may be shared genetic influences on the development of these structures, and therefore on their volumes, because of the numerous structural and functional relationships between them. We found three QTLs for thalamus volume on chromosomes 10, 11 and 16, and four QTLs for cortex gray matter volume on chromosomes 2, 8, 16 and 19. A cortex gray matter volume QTL and a thalamus volume QTL on chromosome 16 shared a common peak marker (D16Mit100). When variation associated with 'total brain volume minus structure of interest' was removed, all QTLs remained, indicating that these QTLs were not simply due to the effects of these QTLs on overall brain volume. Although this does not rule out the possibility that the volume of other brain structures may be influenced by one or more of these QTLs, the data suggest that there are both shared and separate genetic influences on thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes in BXD RI mice.
We found an age-related decrease in cortex gray matter volume, which is consistent with the literature related to human (Walhovd et al., 2005) . There was no age effect on thalamus volume. Reports of age effects on thalamus volume in human have been mixed, with studies finding age-related decreases or no change in thalamus volume (Sullivan et al., 2004; Walhovd et al., 2005) . Surprisingly, there were no sex-related differences in the thalamus or the cortex gray matter volume in RI mice. In humans, males tend to have larger cortex gray matter volumes (Sullivan et al., 2004) ; thus, our finding of no sex-related difference in RI mice may be related to species differences or insufficient sensitivity of our methods to detect subtle volume differences.
As an exploratory effort, we examined the relationship between archival behavioral data and the volume measures. The selected behaviors included spatial memory (Morris water maze performance), fear conditioning, exploration during the light-dark paradigm, exploratory locomotor activity and sensorimotor gating, because of plausible relationships between these behaviors, thalamic-cortical function and neuro-psychiatric disorders. Recent work has used RI strains to identify QTLs associated with a variety of behavioral phenotypes related to schizophrenia, including prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle response (Milhaud et al., 2002) . Using archival data available on the GeneNetwork, we found a correlation between thalamus volume and spatial memory, as measured by the Morris water maze test. We also observed a correlation between genotype at marker D16Mit100 and spatial memory using a small number of strains (n ¼ 11). This finding is particularly interesting given the results of human studies reporting deficits in spatial memory in subjects with schizophrenia (Waldo et al., 2005) and the velocardiofacial syndrome (22q11 deletion syndrome) (Bearden et al., 2001 ).
Although we did not find an overall genetic correlation between prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle response and thalamus or cortex gray matter volumes, we did find correlations between prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle response and genotype (Fgd4, Tnfrsf17) at the thalamus and cortex gray matter volume QTL within peak marker D16Mit100 and genotype (2900060K15Rik) at the cortex gray matter volume QTL within peak marker D2Mit42 (see Tables 2 and 3) . Considering this discrepancy, it is possible the genes related to both behavioral measures and structural volumes are present within these QTLs, but exert only a weak effect on the behavioral phenotypes. Alternatively, it is possible that relationships between these anatomical and behavioral phenotypes are mediated by other susceptibility loci not segregating in this cross.
There are numerous structural and functional connections between thalamus and cerebral cortex (Krettek and Price, 1977; Groenewegen, 1988; Scannell et al., 1999; Shipp, 2003; Matsuzaki et al., 2004) . Evidence from studies of schizophrenia subjects, as well as relevant animal models, suggests abnormalities in the circuitry between the thalamus (especially the mediodorsal nucleus) and the prefrontal cortex (Egan et al., 2001; Volk and Lewis, 2003) . In fact, the cognitive deficits and symptoms of schizophrenia have been hypothesized to be caused, at least in part, by a failure of the coordinated function of the thalamus and cortex. Although it remains unclear whether such abnormalities develop because of genetic or environmental influences, our results support the plausibility of genetic influences. In particular, our Selected genes located within cortex gray matter volume QTLs. These genes were selected because their expression was significantly correlated with cortex gray matter volumes. Further, WebQTL analyses revealed that gene expression of the selected genes was also correlated with other measures of brain structure and/or behavioral performance.
QTLs for thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes H Dong et al results suggest that shared genetic influences modulate thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes, possibly in conjunction with an influence on spatial memory function in the mammalian brain. Because of the role of the thalamus as a relay and filter station in the brain, modulating input from many cortical areas as well as from the reticular activating and limbic system, it is not surprising that the development of the thalamus shares some common genetic influences with the cortex (Jones and Friedman, 1982; Giguere and Goldman-Rakic, 1988) . A QTL that was associated with cortex gray matter volume (within the peak marker D19Mit40) was also correlated with the expression of AKT1. Recently, altered AKT1-GSK3b signaling has been implicated in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia (Emamian et al., 2004) . Moreover, polymorphisms of this gene may confer increased risk for the development of schizophrenia (Ikeda et al., 2004; Schwab et al., 2005; Bajestan et al., 2006) . Although the mechanisms linking AKT1 expression to schizophrenia or brain development are unknown, it is intriguing to consider its role in neuroprotection (Dhandapani et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005) .
Our major finding was that a single QTL on chromosome 16 was correlated with both thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes. Interestingly, this QTL is in a region syntenic to 22q11, a susceptibility locus for schizophrenia. Furthermore, velocardiofacial syndrome linked to 22q22 is also associated with structural abnormalities in the thalamus and the cortex (Campbell et al., 2006) , as well as psychotic symptoms (Murphy et al., 1999 ). An interesting candidate gene in the vicinity of D16Mit100 is the reticulon 4 receptor gene (Rtn4R), located 6.1 Mb from the peak. In humans, this gene is located at 22q11 (Sinibaldi et al., 2004) , near the recent schizophrenia candidate genes encoding PRODH and COMT (Fan et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2005) . Rtn4R is an attractive candidate gene, as it has been observed to play a role in the inhibition of neurite elongation (Oertle et al., 2003) . Moreover, an association has been shown between Rtn4R gene mutations and the risk for developing schizophrenia (Sinibaldi et al., 2004) . These findings support the hypothesis that genetically influenced abnormalities in the coordinated development of the thalamus and cortex may lead to psychotic symptoms in several neuropsychiatric disorders.
We cannot rule out the possibility that the QTLs identified could have had some influence on brain tissue density or the degree of tissue shrinkage during fixation instead of brain volume per se, as we measured the volumes after histological processing. In future studies, fresh brain volumes could be measured using Archimedes' rule, and volumes estimated using our present methods and this alternative method could be compared (Dorph-Petersen et al., 2005) . Although the total mouse brain volume could have been measured at harvesting, it would have been difficult to obtain accurate fresh subcortical regional volumes because of random error in the hand dissection of small structures. Future developments in mouse brain imaging could redress the current problems caused by tissue shrinkage in preparing brains for measurement.
Given the small number of strains (34 BXD strains) that were used for this study, we did not think we had enough degree of freedom for mapping of epistasis. As more BXD strains are generated and added to the Mouse Brain Library (up to 58 strains), the number of strains will be high enough to allow us to identify epistasis. Meanwhile, we can replicate our earlier mapping results using the new strains.
To summarize we have identified separate and shared genetic influences on thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes. Our results suggest that a gene(s) near marker D16Mit100 may have pleiotropic effects on the structure and function of the thalamus and cerebral cortex. Another potential candidate gene for the cortex volume alone was found on chromosome 19. The QTL with a shared influence on thalamus and cortex gray matter volumes is in a region syntenic to susceptibility locus for schizophrenia. These results suggest that polymorphisms of genes within this region should be investigated for their potential effects on the risk of developing psychiatric disorders associated with disturbances of the development and function of the thalamus and cerebral cortex.
